Far but close

A short poem received by Fr. Mike, currently at the Malakal refugee camp, to reflect on these emergency times due to the coronavirus.

You have to believe to live a new dawn!

The Solidarity Farm maintains its original goal of passing on organic farming techniques suitable for rural populations, proposing the rotation of crops, horticulture and breeding.

Change stories from SAP-R Riimenze

Believing

Believing Your love is greater than fear
Believing Your strength in our weakness
Believing Your healing in our suffering
Believing You are peace overcoming our divisions
Believing You are hope in times of crisis
Believing we are Your’s called to be one family
Believing You are near when feeling Your absence
Believing the impossible is possible with you
Believing we will endure life’s challenges today
Believing together with You we are creating a new dawn
36 farmers regularly work every day on the farm. In addition, depending on the activities, up to 80 local farmers can be employed daily. **24 workshops** were conducted on planning and planting topics: **49%** of the participants were **women**. Currently, **300 women** are employed in 6 neighbouring villages to spread agricultural techniques.

In **2019**, over **40 tons** of food were collected: a huge contribution to food security in the area!

In recent months, we have received a visit from representatives of **3 NGOs** who have been shown the results of years of work and the real impact in the area.

Click **HERE** to read Mekelina’s story to understand the importance of our project in Riimenze for the people of that area.

We can celebrate the targets reached together in 2019 reading the attached **flyer**.

But, we are already working to fulfil 2020 duties!

**DONATE**

Solidarity is a collaborative commitment of religious working in partnership with the Church in South Sudan. Its aim is to create self-sustainable educational, health, agricultural and pastoral institutions and programs that will help to empower South Sudanese people to build a just and peaceful society.

We are now looking for some positions in South Sudan. Consult our website clicking **HERE**
Next Assembly will be held in Rome on December 03rd. Details will be shared as soon as possible.

Conscious of the importance of website and social media we are working to rebrand and restyle our media, thanks to the support of a consultants team. We are working, as usual, for South Sudan, to raise the awareness on the youngest country in the world!

Stay tuned!